בס"ד
Is the State at an impasse?

There is a solution:

Aliya, Construction, Emigration

The Platform of Otzma Yehudit

Rethinking our path

Stop the
Occupation!
The State of Israel is being conquered - step by step;
and we are






















stepping back - and losing it!

Arson
Incitement
Attacks
Negev land thefts
Agricultural crime
Hooliganism in places of entertainment
Savagery on the roads
Illegal construction
Enlistment in ISIS
Education for the destruction of the State
The spread of the Islamic movement
Creation of a culture encouraging terror
Traitors among MKs
Support for terrorists
Ear-splitting calls of the muezzin
Tax evasion
Occupation of the Galilee
"Protection" money
Hatred
Gunfire

My Homeland
The demographic problem and Israeli Arab nationalism are
dragging the government into efforts to buy the Arabs' loyalty
with offers of excessive benefits:






Preferential treatment in workplaces
Generous National Insurance benefits
Lower University entrance requirements
Disregard of illegal construction
Leniency regarding support for the destruction of the State of
Israel
 Surrender to terror and threats on the Temple Mount

And what are we getting in return???
LET'S STOP THE WHITEWASHING OF WORDS!
The war of survival of the Jewish People in their land is being
neutralized by the use of false and misleading terminology:

Racism - Freedom of speech - Occupation - Democracy
and the rest of the lies used to promote victory for the enemy.
Many in Israel choose to sleep on the job of preserving the Jewish
State.

But ignoring the problems leaves our children only

and destruction.

blood, fire

Taking our heads out of the sand
We of Otzma Yehudit (Jewish Strength) recognize the
demographic problem and intend to tackle head on, with
determination and power, the disaster that lies ahead. We commit
ourselves to bring TRUE PEACE to our children. To cope with the
challenges, not ignore them. To beat the enemy, not to surrender to
them. To fight for a Jewish State and to win. This is the only state we
have!

Let us be clear:
To wage war on the enemy is not racism, there is no
freedom of speech to incite against the State and
IDF soldiers, settling the Land of Israel is not
occupation, and we will not allow our State to be
destroyed in the name of democracy.

The Three-Stage Plan for Peace
We of Otzma Yehudit intend to return to the two main
Zionist values: Aliya and Building the Land, the focal point
of the activity of the Jewish People who have returned, and
so hold onto our country. At the same time, we will work
towards the emigration of the enemies of the State of Israel
to their respective lands, including both Arab and Western
countries.

Summary of the Program:
1. Aliya
More than 10 million Jews have still not realized the Zionist dream of the
return of the Jewish People to their land, most of those from Western
countries, Europe and the USA. We intend to prod the Jews of the Exile into
linking their fate to the Jewish People in their land, by means of two
programs stretching over 5 years:
Aliya of dispersed Jewry will save them from assimilation and us from the
demographic threat, which will be permanently solved all over the country
on both sides of the Green Line.

Encouragement of aliya: In order to create the reality of massive aliya,
the Israeli government will form a cabinet for Aliya Affairs. The cabinet will
include the Ministers of Housing, Economic Affairs and Education, and will
provide a generous response to the needs of new olim - in housing,
employment and education.
To make it easier to decide to make aliya, we will offer communal absorption
to entire communities who will immigrate here with all their institutions,
functionaries of these institutions and their businesses. We will enable the
formation of educational institutions that will teach people in their native

language, along with reinforcement in the Hebrew language. We will ease up
on recognition of professional licenses and degrees via a smoother and
shorter route, in order to open up employment possibilities. Affirmative
action in employment will be given to new olim (after decades of being given
to Arabs).

The resources: We will set aside half of the gas royalties and unanticipated
sources of income (such as from "MobilEye"). The Jewish National Fund and
the Jewish Agency will focus on raising funds from Jews around the world to
go towards the national project to save the Jewish State.
The Israeli public will be encouraged to invest in "Aliya Partners" - a loan of
several years' duration given by citizens of the State, in return for which they
will receive Israeli bonds.
Aliya from prosperous countries will bring in huge investment that will
grease the wheels of the economy and bear fruit in enrichment of the public
coffers and creation of places of employment.

2. Construction
In addition to the aliya momentum, we will bring about a new wave of
construction which will also benefit young couples.

Eastern Gush Dan: Our plans are to develop the area by building a city for
discharged soldiers and new olim between Ariel and Rosh HaAyin. On these
vast expanses we will build tens of thousands of housing units, industrial
and hi-tech areas and railroad tracks that will link up to the national
railway; all of these will strengthen our hold on western Samaria, Gush
Dan's only land reserve.

The Galilee: The Galilee is being occupied, Jewish cities such as Upper
Nazareth, Acre and Afula are giving in to the demographic conquest. We will
work to change the equation via construction of a new city in the Galilee and
expansion of the municipal boundaries of Jewish cities, as well as via the
building of neighborhoods for communal absorption and by granting
affirmative action for all employment opportunities to new olim and
discharged soldiers in particular, and to all those loyal to the Jewish People
in general.

Judea and Samaria: Otzma Yehudit (Jewish Strength) will erase the
illusion of the "green line" and advance the cause of settlement of all of
Judea and Samaria in order to strengthen our hold on all of the territory of
the Land of Israel.

The Negev: The Negev is the largest land reserve of the State of Israel,
which is currently being overtaken by the Beduin sector with no response
from the State. Development of the military city-base and building additional
such cities like it, will open up the Negev via the creation of sources of
employment and encouragement of vibrant settlement by young people who
are faithful to the State and by new immigrants tying their future to building
the Negev, its development and return to the Jewish People.

3. Emigration
We of Otzma Yehudit (Jewish Strength) are composing a detailed plan that
will ensure a Jewish majority and a loyal civilian population, via emigration,
transfer of the enemy, an exchange of populations and any other way that
will help the enemy leave our country.
An enemy is whoever acts on, assists or supports an attack on the State of
Israel, its security or the Jews in it, as well as all those who act against the
values of the Jewish State, its national anthem or its symbols, regardless of
their religion, race, gender or color of ID card. This is in accordance with the
Jewish principle: Whoever comes to kill you, at the very least - rise up and
remove him.
We are not talking about a Milosevic-style expulsion from Yugoslavia, or
about what our enemies in the Middle East usually do, and not even about a
Gush Katif-style ethnic cleansing.
Our intent is to put this essential and vital project at the top of the State of
Israel's priority list, and to coordinate all efforts in which all operational
arms of the State will participate - The Mossad, the Shabac, the police, the
Jewish Agency, the Jewish National Fund. The Prime Minister's office will
reactivate the Emigration Department, which had previously been in
operation for many years. This department will coordinate the national effort
to encourage emigration and to identify countries willing to absorb the
emigres.
Sovereignty: The State of Israel will be defined as a Jewish State, from the
sea to the Jordan River. Sovereignty will also apply to and include Judea
and Samaria and the holy and historic sites, chief among them the Temple
Mount, will be returned to their Jewish owners. Anyone who acts to support
the establishment of a foreign entity within this area, will be considered as
one who is attacking the State's security. Any terrorist activity, or show of
support for terror, will lead to the removal of citizenship as well as
immediate expulsion from the country.

Law and Order: Anyone not meeting his obligations - National Service,
payment of electricity, water, arnona (city tax), other taxes and Value Added
Tax (VAT), and anyone building illegally and seizing land for this purpose,
will be handled with the full force of the law by a special police force whose
task will be to eliminate the problem.
Likewise, crime in the Arab sector - which today stands at three times their
relative size and harms them, too - will be eradicated.
Cities and Municipal Councils: We will put an end to free gifts: Municipal
aid will be contingent on the conduct of the various authorities. Um-ElFahm will not receive more aid than Dimona.
Priorities: Priority in academia and workplaces for the enemy who does not
serve in the IDF, over veterans of combat units - will stop immediately.
Encouragement of emigration: The various representations of the State all
over the world will work on friends of Israel to assist those interested in
emigrating: Visas, work permits, academic studies and any other way to help
them acclimate abroad.
Land: The Jewish National Fund, with financial assistance from the Jewish
world, will concentrate its efforts on redeeming the land from our enemies,
with an emphasis on buying up the homes of those interested in emigrating,
and at the same time, imposing a ban on purchase of real estate by hostile
elements.

Peace
This is the way to peace.
Peace that does not include giving up the State, peace that
does not give our enemies the hope of destroying us. Peace
that comes from Jewish Strength and Zionist values. After
years of degeneration and disintegration, this program will
breathe a new, refreshing spirit into the Jewish People all
over the Exile, encourage young people to be part of this
mighty enterprise, and will ensure a Jewish State for our
children and grandchildren, too.

If, G-d forbid, we turn our backs on this program and
continue with this "ostrich" policy - By our own hand we will
sentence our beloved Jewish State to death!

By choosing Otzma Yehudit (Jewish Strength)
Let us take our fate into our own hands and bequeath our
children a State of aliya and construction, emigration and peace.

It's not only possible - it is absolutely essential!

For more information and to join:

072-3902323
oz.yeud@gmail.com

